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hint it ? For she stands up, between Oakland and the
Golden Gate, as young as the latest city summoned by oil
out of the soil of Texas—and far better educated. But her
eyes (I am going the way of Mr. Kipling again) are deep
with memories, Remembered things haunt San Francisco
—Drake and his Bible, the Mexicans, the Russian traders,
the old sinfulness, and the gay bravery of 1906 when
William James drifted volubly through the settling dust,
clasping a box of Zu-zu gingersnaps and making psychologi-
cal observations among the earthquake-stricken crowds,
But where do memories haunt her more persistently than
on a long street slashed round the steep escarpment of a hill,
where the hanging lanterns have a new shape ? Or is it the
oldest shape of all ? For there, behind the yellow faces in
the little shops and on the corners of the sidewalks, what
memories come crowding—memories of alleys in Canton, of
queer sails reflected in the Yangtze, of still Buddhas in the
distant sunshine, of the glow of painted silk and the pallor
of jade, Chinatown is only a memory, recalling China
much as an air tapped painfully from a piano recalls the
surge and swell of a great orchestra. But even the replica
recalls the glory of the original; and Asia hangs on the air
of Grant Avenue, where the little dragons grin and joss-
sticks burn and provision-merchants stock the most unlikely
delicacies. Not being Mr. Kipling, one was not privileged
to witness a midnight assassination through the smoke of
opium. I got, indeed, no nearer than a little crowd that
stood respectfully with a policeman round an upturned
pair of boots; these noted, I withdrew. But all the air
was heavy with the Old World calling; and as it called, I
turned to it again, For we had crossed America and come
out on the other side.

